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REMARKS

Responsive to the Office Action mailed March 31, 2003, the Examiner's comments and

cited art have been studied.

Amendments

Applicants have amended claim 1 to recite means for ensuring that the contact holder to

dtoteed after the third contact is interconnected and means for ensuring that the third

t£is mated before the first and second contacts on disengagement. Because

A^ants'^fus response raised the question ofwhether the Bac reference provides

such means for ensuring, the amendments should not require a new search.

Applicants have further amended claim 1 to replace the phrase "the or each" with "the
-

The amendment does not change the scope ofthe claim.

Claim Refections Under ?5 U.S.C. g 102

Claims 1 and 5 are rejected under 35 U-S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by Bac, U.S.

Patent No. 3,360,764. Applicants respectfully traverse the rejections.

Applicants agree with the Office Action's assessment in so far asJJac

connector comprising two interchangeable connector elements, (A B), a ea!^neof

which (A) supports a first contact (13) and a displaceable contact holder (15.21) carrying

Tecond Ss^tnird (26) contacts. However, the Office Action goes on to assert that the

reding feSures of claim 1 are also known from Bac. Applicants respectfully dispute

this assertion.

m the Bac reference, during connection, there is nothing to prevent the first ^second

contacts becoming interconnected before the third contact is connected to a contact of

Mother connector Furthermore, during disconnection there is nothing to preventthe tlurd

coltfact disconnecting from a contact ofanother connectorpnor to the first contact bemg

d^S from the second contact. Even if the connector ofBac may be connected and

disconnected in the claimed order, Bac fails to recite a means for ensuring such an

ordering ofconnection and disconnection.

In particular there is no mechanism to ensure that the block 21 ofBac is disengaged from

ScCck U until the engagement with the block 3 1 . The block 21 can be pushed into the

block 1 1 engaging the pins 26 with the female sockets 13, independently of the

tooiLction^lhtheconnectorB. If,^^^^21*^^%
slot 37 does not engage the stud 38, the block 31 may urge the block 21 m o contact

_

wrth

block 1 1 , after which the block 3 1 can be rotated into place for connection with.block

21 L&ewise, although the spring 18 will generally urge the block 21 away from the block

1 1 if the spring 18 fails to exert sufficient force against the block 21 to do so for any

^S3»25c31 can be disconnected from theblockZl while theblocks-
connected to the block 11. No mechanism existsm Bac to prevent this undesirable and

unsafe connection or disconnection.

In contrast Applicant's claimed subject matter expressly ensures this sequence of events.

S,ecSythe first and second contacts cannot mate until the third contact 34 has niated

X I.cotacUS provided by another connector. This is because the third contact 34 must
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matP «nth a contact 1 5 provid d by another connector such that the other connector forces

T ^^T^Ss^2\ andtherebyrelcasesthelockballSUtoallowthe

and thereby to allow the first contact 36 and the second

contact 35 to meet. Bac fails to disclose such an apparatus.

Similarly during the disconnection of the two connectors, the third contact 34 cannot

«SUd from the contact 15 of the other connector,^*™^o£TA
Prevent separation ofthe sUding^ontacl holdersj^omjh^pale corrector body 2 A

34 can only be ££5v^dlta5^c^ntortl5tftiie other connector after the

K^£SSS««d contact 35 have been pulled apart, thereby aUowmg the

fo^aUs 33 to move radially outwards, and thereby allowvng the connectors to be

separated. Again, Bac fails to disclose such an apparatus.

Thus in accordance with claim 1, the connectors "comprise means for ensuring that on

SeSn^ment the contact holder is displaced from the first position to the secondS Sefme third contact is interconnected," "comprise means lor ensuring that on

^Zo^l^L^ holder is displaced from the second to the third position," and

aST-ftSE means for ensuring that on disengagement the first and the second contacts

£i£wS~thW contact. As shown above. Bac fails to dxsclose a connector

^sures^s sequence of events. For these reasons, Applicants respectfully request

reconsideration and withdrawal ofthe rejections.

Claim Refections Under 35 U.S.C $ 103

Claims2-4 6-8 11 and 12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C § 103(a) as being unpatentable

SSfliuA Patent No. 3,360,764. Applicants respectfully traverse the rejections.

Claim 2-4 6-8 U and 12 depend from allowable claim 1 and are therefore also allowable.

For this re'ason, Applicants respectfully request withdrawal ofthe rejections.

CONCLUSION

The prior art made of record, but not specifically cited, is not believed to disclose any

significant information that is not sufficiently discussed in this Amendment-

It is respectfully submitted that all issues and rejections have been adequately addr^d

and that all claims as amended and pending following entry ofthis Amendment are now

allowable and that the case should be advanced to issuance.

If the Examiner has any questions or wishes to discuss the claims as amended, the

Sa^er^ncouraged to call the undersigned at the telephone number indicated below.

Respectfully submitted, .

. ]ZX^AX^4~ fax received
'^-Richard A. Schafer, Reg. No. 4/.078 ~
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Houston, Texas 77002

Telephone: (713) 220-5800

Facsimile: (713) 236-0822
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